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About This Game

Nineteen-year-old Yuu can’t stand his younger sister, Otoko, and the feeling is mutual. It’s been almost a year since Yuu saw her
last, having escaped his dreary home town to study in the bustling city, but with the advent of New Year’s he finds himself

obliged to return to his family to celebrate.

Unfortunately, Yuu’s absence has not softened his younger sister, and Otoko is just as sullen and surly as ever before.

Finding the atmosphere at home unbearable, Yuu decides to escape once more — not to the city this time, but to his
grandmother’s snowy, secluded village.

The reunion between grandson and grandmother starts normally at first… until one moonlit night, when the pair witness a star
streaking through the sky.
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The following morning, Yuu enters the kitchen, still half-asleep, to discover...

“Who are you? What are you doing in my grandmother’s house?”

...that his grandmother has transformed into a cute young girl!

What is the reason behind his grandmother’s drastic change? Will Yuu be able to restore her to her original self? And why is she
so adorable?!

Story by ebi-hime, author of Sweetest Monster, Blackberry Honey, and The Way We All Go

Around 50,000 words of text (approx 3-4 hours of reading)

Detailed background and character art

A custom OST

1080p display

A kinetic story with no choices or branches

A very cute grandmother!!!
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a winter's daydream

100% in 49 minutes. Apart from terrible controls it's ok.. Way too short. And I mean really short. Takes you 1 hour to solve.
Good for under $5, but that it. Too easy too. Save your money for Talos Principle or Portals for good puzzle type games. I'd
skip this one if I could choose again.. Ever wanted to play a combination of a bad puzzle game, and a bad rythmn game? Well
here it is! Play away!. A really cool twist to Minesweeper. It's more casual in the respect that one misstep doesn't blow the game,
which is good since you will be forced to make a guess when dungeon elements force your decision on what tiles you can
uncover. That's where the dungeon crawling side of game comes into play. Enemy placement and exits in the levels are random
each time and a nice roster of characters makes it fun to replay. Sometimes levels will even have special curses on them too,
changing the rules every once in a while. Great casual fun game to chill out to.. Haven't been able to play since installation and
initial usage. Game loads in spanish.. Can't get support from anyone..
Wouldn't recommend this game do to glitch... I wish I could get ressurected so I can experience this masterpiece again. Cute
Achievements!. Abandonware. Dev has stated that they have moved onto another project.. Ok here it goes.

I'm 30 years old now. This game gave me the feeling of playing the good old games again, where you dont have to rush and just
soak in the mood of really well painted textures and the weird humor they came with. Although it is kind of short, this game
proves again that you don't need some kind of endless games to make it worth buying it.
You can almost see the developers were really into that game.
. It's okay. Save often as the game has many dumb soft-locks and feels really unpolished, but it's dumb fun.

The localization is on point. I wish I could give this a "Maybe" recommendation.
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I felt the film was alright, though I feel more content about game developers who are under the LGBT banner could've been
more interesting, though the doc was not really about that. It's mostly interesting perspectives from others on how their sexuality
relates to their hobbies, or their experiences within it, and as that, it works. It's nothing amazing, but I'd say if you're interested
in the subject matter, like I am, as someone who is LGBT, and into gaming, and the industry, to see someone else's perspective
on how they correlate if at all, it's worth a watch. Even if you're not, learning other's perspectives on your hobby, or career, is
interesting.. This game is great on many levels, if you think that this is another pooping simulator, no it's not, there is a deep plot
(and memes):

+Visuals: Simple pixel art, nothing special, but nothing bad as well.

+-Sound: 8-bit music tracks, I like some of them, but some of them making me nervous for no reason so it's a +-. Sound effects
are okay.

+Gameplay: Ok so first of all this game has a nonlinear structure with multiple endings. You face the story of pigeons hard
times, full of various memes with a Russian flavoring on top. Hard difficulty is hard because of the random winds, normal
difficulty is still hard but beatable comparing to the hard one. Anyway, this game is pretty challenging.

+Steamcards - make the game nearly free to play if you take into account the low price.
+Steam achievements.
-Game bugs here and there and you see the developers fixing their game at least twice a day with all those patches, I guess it's
the early release problems, which will be gone later.

Tl:DR - it is a good buy, the game is cheap, challenging and has a nice story.. I used to love playing FMV games back in the day.
So it was very exciting to see a new game utilizing full motion video. It's very well done in terms of professionalism but the
episode itself was incredibly short. The puzzles were all very easy to solve as well, not requiring much thought at all. The only
reason to replay it would be to get some achievements you may have missed the first time. Hopefully the episodes after this one
will be a bit longer and more immersive. I also hope the "hidden object" and puzzle aspect of the gameplay will become more
challenging as well. This episode felt more like a demo, showing you the potential of what it can do. The QTE's seemed very
similar to Until Dawn, and the way they were presented sort of took away from the action in some scenes. Nothing major.

I guess another thought would be...why is it done in FMV, anyway? It's a seemingly realistic game about realistic things. It could
have been presented just as well in another way. But that's probably just me, because when I think of FMV, I think of games
like Harvester and Phantasmagoria; games that were so fantastical that the added "realism" of FMV just made them all the more
creepy and enjoyable. This game, on the other hand, just sort of feels like I am playing an episode of CSI or something. Again,
this could all change over the course of the next episode(s).. So I bought this game 5 seconds after someone asked me to get it...
then I played it... and I rode on a Pegasus, called in Mecha-Mouse, and a Snowman.

10/10/. This game was adorable and incredibly charming. (Quality content with this price, it's a must have!) I almost
immediately grew attatched to Corrine, the kind store owners, and the ghostly patrons of the B&B. There were so many heartfelt
moments throughout the game; I may have cried a little because it was so touching. I'm looking forward to future games that bad
Chalk comes out with.. Wow... I spent 49 cents and I feel ripped off. I won't get money back for the 15 minutes I wasted
looking at this P.O.S.. nice short game makes us realize the sad thruth. but i still love AI. 3 different routes . u can finish all in
half n hour. 1 buy = 1 feed to shion

Particula Thanks for voting for us!:
Thanks for voting for us!

You guys are awesome! . Update 1.0.1:
Update 1.0.1 is now available.

Improvements:

- Improved Upgrade Damage Options
- Kick Players button is now available
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